Rectification in substituted atomic wires: a theoretical insight.
Recently, there have been discussions that the giant diode property found experimentally in diblock molecular junctions could be enhanced by the many-body electron correlation effect beyond the mean field theory. In addition, the effect of electron-phonon scattering on an electric current through the diode molecule, measured by inelastic tunneling spectroscopy (IETS), was found to be symmetric with respect to the voltage sign change even though the current is asymmetric. The reason for this behavior is a matter of speculation. In order to clarify whether or not this feature is limited to organic molecules in the off-resonant tunneling region, we discuss the current asymmetry effect on IETS in the resonant region. We introduced heterogeneous atoms into an atomic wire and found that IETS becomes asymmetric in this substituted atomic wire case. Our conclusion gives the other example of intrinsic differences between organic molecules and metallic wires. While the contribution of electron-phonon scattering to IETS is not affected by the current asymmetry in the former case, it is affected in the latter case. The importance of the contribution of the electron-hole excitation to phonon damping in bringing about the current asymmetry effect in IETS in the latter case is discussed.